
Paradise Token is a long-term project that aims at solving poor waste

management problems in developing areas around the Globe. Our

Holy Mission is to maintain tradition, help keeping the rain forest

sustainable, and further develop eco-tourism.

‘Tri Hita Karana: traditional spiritual guidelines used to drive this

project. This motto is about our relationship with the environment,

with other people and with God.’

1. INTRODUCTION



1.1 Project Location

The project was created in a small village, on the slope of Batukaru Mountain, Bali. Located on the

beautiful highlands, the village is a heart of the rain forest. The local community is very attached to the

land and its value and has always been working hard to maintain their heritage from generation to

generation, since the 11th century. Batukaru People are some of the last remaining traditional owners of

Bali Island, and recent urbanization has brought a huge set of challenges for them.

1.2 Demographic

Most Batukaru People work as farmers, while others are supporting the farming activities with distribution

or reselling. A small number of locals are working towards developing ecotourism facilities in the area.

The last few years, the younger generation has been leaving Batukaru Mountain as an increasing rate,

often to seek a better job and a more modern lifestyle.



2. BACKGROUND

1.1 Community

More than 90% of the land is dedicated to farming. The main commodities that grow in the area are

coffee, mangosteen, snake fruit, durians, and rice.

The small number of locals that are trying to develop eco-tourism are struggling without financial

back-up.

‘Gotong Royong: traditional religious communion where people of Batukaru visit temples that are

spreading from the village to the forest. It is during this intergenerational activity that locals reconnect

with their Land’



2.2 Waste Management Challenges

Preserving the beauty and integrity of the rainforest, while developing

eco-tourism is a major challenge for the Bakutaru People. Some of the

issues include:

• Increase of waste production

• Chemical contamination

• Lack of resources

As true Batukaru, the Dev created Paradise Token to raise charity and

help solving problems in the region. From each transaction, a tax is

dedicated to creating a sustainable waste management solution for

the Batukaru Community. Further work will be done in eco-tourism

development in the region.

Unmanaged Waste



3. THE PROJECT

A sustainable program is currently

being implemented in Batukaru

through local partnerships, focusing on

providing funds and education to

better manage waste and recycling,

and maintain the beauty of the rain

forest, key to a sustainable future.

At a later stage, the Team will push to

reduce the use of chemicals and make

farming in the region 100% green.

Project Flowchart



Once enough funds have been raised, an eco-tourism complex will be built on the land to further increase 
revenue.  Paradise Token holders will have various opportunity to come and visit Bakutaru Mountain at a 
discounted price, and the Team works in full transparency.

Current waste management facility development Green Farming Area



4. ROADMAP

Phase I

• Launch the website

• Deploy the contract and list on PancakeSwap

• Community building activities

• Social media outreach

• Initial marketing campaign

• First charity events

Phase II

• Further engage with our local partners

• Aggressive marketing

• Apply CG and CMC

• Website updates

Phase III

• More charity events

• Marketing agency partnership

• Start building our eco-tourism complex

• CEX listing

Phase IV

• TBC

http://localhost/ParadiseToken/roadmap/
http://localhost/ParadiseToken/roadmap/
http://localhost/ParadiseToken/roadmap/
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5. TOKENOMIC

BSC Contract: 0xbF0443d5bfB066f5D15dfD5a1F86D363aDcEC17b

Total Supply: 1.000.000.000.000

BUYING TAX 7%:

• 3 % Liquidity

• 2 % Charity

• 2 % Marketing

SELLING TAX 11%

• 3 % Liquidity

• 2 % Charity

• 2 % Marketing

• 2 % Buy Back and Burn

• 2 % Reflection


